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Hosts and pathogens share complex interactions across scales from molecules to 
populations. The Applied Microbiology Research group aims to understand these 
various levels of interactions by the identification of key factors involved using a 
systems biological approach (Fig. 1). We want to translate our understanding of the 
complex host-pathogen interactions into clinical applications, such as novel ad-
juvant development targeting specific signaling pathways or preventive measure-
ments on a population level. As a main model to explore the host-pathogen inter-
action, we use influenza vaccination and epidemic transmission.
 
Vaccine response to influenza
Influenza infection is associated with significant morbidity and mortality in immu-
nosuppressed hosts, such as patients after allogeneic stem cell transplantation. 
Although vaccination is the preventive strategy, many vaccinated patients fail to 
mount a protective humoral immunity. Along with transplant related factors such 
as time after transplantation, immune reconstitution and graft-versus-host diseas-
es, the genetic background of each patient also plays a crucial role in modulating 
and building seroprotection against influenza (and every other pathogen). 
Currently, we are exploring the impact of genetic polymorphisms (single nucleo-
tide polymorphisms, SNPs) on the interferon signaling pathway to influenza-spe-
cific humoral vaccine responses in a multi-center vaccine trial. SNPs in the In-
terferon (IFN)-lambda pathway may influence the way B-cells encounter vaccine 
antigens. Alternative variants of IFN-lambda (IFN lambda 1-3) show different bind-
ing affinities to the receptor (Fig. 2A). This is mainly dependent on a few amino 
acid differences at the binding interaction site (Fig. 2B). B-cells show a signifi-
cant response to members of the IFN-lambda family (IFNL1-3) (Fig. 2C). Influenza 
vaccine recipients might therefore, based on their genetic background in the In-
terferon lambda genes show important variability in the vaccine responsiveness. 
The immunological data is computationally modeled in collaboration with the D-
BSSE (ETHZ, Prof. Stelling). This may allow the development of personalized vac-
cine strategies.
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Connection to Clinical Practice

Influenza vaccination and transmission
Immunosuppressed patients, such as stem cell 
transplant recipients, are at a highest risk for com-
plications during influenza infection. Vaccination is 
the key element in the preventive strategy. We aim 
to understand the clinical and immunological fac-
tors associated with vaccine failure in this patient 
population and to identify clinical and immunolog-
ical markers associated with vaccine outcomes  
after transplantation. This should help to guide a 
vaccine protocol and to improve the overall out-
come. 
We have conducted a multi-center vaccine trial 
(Basel, Zurich, Berne, Lucerne, Aarau, and Ticino),  
building a biobank including immune cells, serum  
and DNA at various time-points post-vaccine to 
further explore the vaccine response at multiple 
levels. We are currently developing computation-
al models to identify high-risk patients and predict 
vaccine outcomes. Such models could also be 
adapted for other pathogens with available vac-
cines such as S. pneumonia and N. meningitidis.

Influenza transmission in an urban population
Influenza transmission is highly complex and dependent on multiple factors such 
as population density, age distributions, and individual and herd immunity. Al-
though the severity of a flu season can be described with the basic reproduction 
number (R0, Fig. 3A), which serves as a surrogate for transmission efficacy, it re-
mains unclear where and in what context influenza transmission actually happens. 
In an interdisciplinary and inter-institutional collaboration with the Human Geog-
raphy and Center for Primary Health Care (both University of Basel), Infectious 
Diseases and Hospital Epidemiology and Emergency Medicine (both University 
Hospital Basel), Pediatric Infectious Diseases and Emergency Medicine (both Chil-
dren’s Hospital University of Basel) and the Computational Evolution Research 
Group (Department of Biosystems Science and Engineering, ETH Zurich), we aim 
to explore the influenza transmission in the City of Basel.
Using whole genome sequencing, a technology which has been established for a 
broad series of pathogens (Fig. 3B), we will determine phylogenetic relationships 
of influenza samples and transmission pathways. The whole genome data will be 
used to develop a model to identify where and in what context influenza transmis-
sion is most efficient. Besides influenza, such models can be adapted to other in-
fectious diseases. This will provide important information to identify and develop 
novel preventive counter measurements.
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